Pressure Induced Emission
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The fluorescence of most luminescent materials exhibits a pressure caused quenching (PCQ). However, a few luminescent materials experience a pressure induced emission (PIE). Our group has revealed four mechanisms of PIE. The first is based on aggregation induced emission materials. Pressure will restrict the intramolecular rotation or vibration, thus decreasing the non-radiative transition, and resulting in the PIE of luminescent materials.[1-3] The second is based on the pressure-strengthened exciton binding energy, thus leading to the PIE.[4-7] The third is pressure-modulated transition channels, making the PIE of defects of materials. The fourth is the regulation of interaction between ligands and nanomaterials, which makes the PIE of a series of nanomaterials.[8] These results will enrich the research directions of high-pressure chemistry and show potential applications in the fields of pressure switches and pressure sensors.


Figure 1. Mechanism of pressure induced emission
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